MOC Part III Pilot Project News

- If your certificate expires in 2019, and you have enrolled in the Pilot Project, you must successfully complete 30 article exams by December 15, 2019.
- All Pilot Project participants should review Deadlines and Next Steps on our website for more information or contact us at questions@abpn.com.

Read more about the pilot project

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Your Certification Status Could Change at the End of the Year

- Be sure to access the Requirement Status tab in your ABPN Physician Folios account to view your requirements and deadlines.
- Diplomates have been sent multiple MOC status reminders over the years.
- Diplomates whose MOC requirements are incomplete will see their certification status change on January 1, 2020 to ‘Certified-Not Meeting MOC Requirement’ or ‘Not Certified’.

Full 2020 Exam Schedule Now Available

- The ABPN exam schedule for 2020 is available on our website.
- ABPN offers both Spring and Fall exam dates for select MOC exams to give diplomates more choices within a given year.

Applications for Combined MOC Exams Now Open

- Physicians who wish to recertify in more than one specialty or subspecialty at the same time may take a Combined MOC Exam.
- Please note that several subspecialties administered by other Boards are NOT available in the combined format (Brain Injury Medicine, Hospice and Palliative Medicine, Pain Medicine, and Sleep Medicine).
- Applications are now available. See our website for more information.
Get Your ABPN Questions Answered at
the American Epilepsy Society Meeting

- ABPN will have staff available to assist you with your certification questions at the following meeting:
- [American Epilepsy Society Annual Meeting](#) at Booth 930 on December 6-10, 2019 at the Baltimore Convention Center in Baltimore, MD.

ABPN Physician Folios - your source for personalized MOC info
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